Many scholars have studied how learning happens (Nilson, 2016; Brookfield, 2013). It has been proven that students learn both inside and outside of the classroom (Nilson, 2016).

In recent years, geodesign, defined by Steinitz (2012) as “requires collaboration among the design professionals, geographical sciences, information technologies, and the people of the place”, has emerged as a new approach to facilitating life in geographic spaces through multidisciplinary collaboration. As more and more institutions of higher education have launched geodesign programs, the question of how much and how effectively students can learn from these programs has started to receive attention. Academic geodesign experience is an excellent way for students to develop interest in related fields; it provides a foundation for understanding the geodesign process. As is true with other subjects, learning happens both inside and outside of a geodesign classroom. Unlike in other classes, the nature of geodesign requires collaboration among people with different backgrounds, which adds another
dimension to the learning experience. This paper discusses how learning happens in Steinitz’s models and reviews case studies to support the findings.

Given Flaxman’s definition of geodesign, technology should play an important part in assisting geodesign-related decision making. This paper also examines the role of technology in the geodesign learning process. Different geodesign platforms are compared in terms of suitable study area size, data processing capability, data types, and learning curves. This paper also examines cases in which game engines are applied to the geodesign process, especially when combined with virtual reality and augmented reality.
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